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The Design Collection Revealed, Hardcover: Adobe Indesign Cs4, Adobe Photoshop Cs4, And Adobe Illustrator Cs4
THE DESIGN COLLECTION REVEALED provides comprehensive step-by-step instruction and in-depth explanation for three of today's most widely used design and layout programs: Adobe InDesign CS6, Adobe Photoshop CS6, and Adobe Illustrator CS6. You will gain practical experience with the software as
you work through end-of-chapter learning projects and step-by-step tutorials. An integration chapter demonstrates how to move from one application to the other. Full-color illustrations and a user-friendly design combine to create a robust learning experience. The Data Files used to complete
the projects found in the book are now available online. For access information please refer to the directions available in the preface of the book. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This is the story about the Panamari family. The Panamaris are Papi, Mami, Kira, the twins Mila and Milo, and Kila the pet jaguar. They are about to move to Brazil. Discover what makes this such a wonderful and inspirational family and how they are planning to make the world better, one step
at a time! What they really want is to change the world. One step at a time. Are you ready for an adventure with them? Find out even more at www.panamari.com!
Derived from The Cambridge guide to theatre_
Techniques for optimizing large-scale IP routing operation and managing network growth Understand the goals of scalable network design, including tradeoffs between network scaling, convergence speed, and resiliency Learn basic techniques applicable to any network design, including hierarchy,
addressing, summarization, and information hiding Examine the deployment and operation of EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS protocols on large-scale networks Understand when and how to use a BGP core in a large-scale network and how to use BGP to connect to external networks Apply high availability and
fast convergence to achieve 99.999 percent, or “five 9s” network uptime Secure routing systems with the latest routing protocol security best practices Understand the various techniques used for carrying routing information through a VPN Optimal Routing Design provides the tools and
techniques, learned through years of experience with network design and deployment, to build a large-scale or scalable IP-routed network. The book takes an easy-to-read approach that is accessible to novice network designers while presenting invaluable, hard-to-find insight that appeals to
more advanced-level professionals as well. Written by experts in the design and deployment of routing protocols, Optimal Routing Design leverages the authors’ extensive experience with thousands of customer cases and network designs. Boiling down years of experience into best practices for
building scalable networks, this book presents valuable information on the most common problems network operators face when seeking to turn best effort IP networks into networks that can support Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)-type availability and reliability. Beginning with an
overview of design fundamentals, the authors discuss the tradeoffs between various competing points of network design, the concepts of hierarchical network design, redistribution, and addressing and summarization. This first part provides specific techniques, usable in all routing protocols,
to work around real-world problems. The next part of the book details specific information on deploying each interior gateway protocol (IGP)—including EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS—in real-world network environments. Part III covers advanced topics in network design, including border gateway protocol
(BGP), high-availability, routing protocol security, and virtual private networks (VPN). Appendixes cover the fundamentals of each routing protocol discussed in the book; include a checklist of questions and design goals that provides network engineers with a useful tool when evaluating a
network design; and compare routing protocols strengths and weaknesses to help you decide when to choose one protocol over another or when to switch between protocols. “The complexity associated with overlaying voice and video onto an IP network involves thinking through latency, jitter,
availability, and recovery issues. This text offers keen insights into the fundamentals of network architecture for these converged environments.” —John Cavanaugh, Distinguished Services Engineer, Cisco Systems® This book is part of the Networking Technology Series from Cisco Press‚ which
offers networking professionals valuable information for constructing efficient networks, understanding new technologies, and building successful careers.
With Best Practice Business Analysis and User Interface Design Tips and Techniques
My Hardcover Book
The Marvel of the Human Body, Revealed
The Video Collection Revealed: Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Soundbooth and Encore CS5
Written All Over Your Face {Book}
The Panamaris Move to Brazil
CMH 30-10-1. Army Historical Series. Provides a long-needed in-depth analysis of the Army Medical Department's struggle to maintain the health and fighting ability of the nation's soldiers during both World War 1, a conflict of unexpectedd proportions and violence, and the years that preceded World War 2.
UX Design and Usability Mentor Book includes best practices and real-life examples in a broad range of topics like: UX design techniques Usability testing techniques such as eye-tracking User interface design guidelines Mobile UX design principles Prototyping Lean product development with agile vs. waterfall Use cases User profiling Personas
Interaction design Information architecture Content writing Card sorting Mind-mapping Wireframes Automation tools Customer experience evaluation The book includes real-life experiences to help readers apply these best practices in their own organizations. UX Design and Usability Mentor Book is an extension of best-selling Business Analyst's
Mentor Book. Thanks to the integrated business analysis and UX design methodology it presents, the book can be used as a guideline to create user interfaces that are both functional and usable.
Sy Middleton, a teenager living in Manhattan, enters a secret world when he is initiated into Earth-tribe and becomes a Triber. In the Middle Realm, Tribers from Earth-, Fire-, Air- and Water-tribe train to enhance their powers and compete in monthly Lunar Festivals. The Zodiac Council has protected the Lower and Middle Realms from the Darkforce
for thousands of years, but the balance of power has shifted, placing humanity at risk. The Darkforce has stolen the Book of Dreams. Sy and his friend Joshua Ryderson embark on a quest to find it...
Graphic design professionals and design students alike have embraced Adobe InDesign as the industry standard for page layout software—and they're mastering it with ADOBE INDESIGN CS6 REVEALED. A thorough, in-depth exploration of the latest release, this highly visual book covers all the fundamental concepts, starting with the workspace and
proceeding logically and intuitively to more advanced topics. Chock full of new lessons covering new features, this edition retains its step-by-step tutorials and user-friendly design, resulting in a resource that is comprehensive, clear, and effective. The Data Files used to complete the projects found in the book are now available online. For access
information please refer to the directions available in the preface of the book. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Adobe Indesign CS4 Revealed
The Complete Firecracker Collection (Erotic Romance)
'Freedom'
Adobe InDesign CS6 Revealed
TRIBERS Book of Dreams
The Kilkenny Cat - Book Three
Laboratory Notebook, 6"x9," 90 pages. * Perfect Binding Cover * 60 pound acid free paper * 90 pages with 1/4 grid and signature blocks * Issuance page and Table of Contents Pages * 6" X 9"
Everything you need to know to look after yourself to bring about and maintain perfect health, prosperity, wealth, happiness, quality of life and longevity. It reveals that we are, without realising, not doing enough or the right things to protect our health and prosperity which is equally extremely damaging to nature, wildlife, oceans, sea-life, fresh springs, waterways and air, and us. The Book by Linde utilises new and ancient knowledge from around the
world, over the millennia identifying what changes we need to make to enhance every aspect of our lives with simple solutions for almost every situation. It is your most powerful contribution to protecting, nurturing and saving our planet. In summary, 'THE BOOK' Consists of Six Chapters which incorporates a summary within each one: Lifestyle; Food & Nutrition; Medical Care; Mind; Water; and Now Live the final chapter which you can cast your eye
over first as it is a synopsis of the complete works. It is highly recommend to read from cover to cover but, it is packed with valuable information to just use as a Reference Manual on a day to day basis. Teaches you how to look after your body and mind to ultimately prevent illness, but also to help regain and maintain perfect health; Provides countless number of practical, realistic & simple tips to easily adopt into your day to day lifestyle improving
quality of life, saving time & money and gaining longevity; Fuses together specialised areas in health & mind, lifestyle & environment under one cover; Identifies our day to day toxic exposures that we are unaware of and provides successful resolutions; Gives you complete fundamental knowledge and awareness, to use your courage to take responsibility for your life enhancing your health, prosperity and happiness; Provides you with ancient knowledge
and practices to new, from science including quantum physics, to philosophy, psychology, and important detail on nutrition, exercise, energies and medicine; Is very current, answering all the conflicting hype about diets, the next super food or the bad effects of conventional drugs or sugar that are in the media weekly, even daily; For more information please visit www.thebookbook.co.uk
Graphic design professionals and design students alike have embraced Adobe InDesign as the industry standard for page layout software—and they're mastering it with ADOBE INDESIGN CREATIVE CLOUD. A thorough, in-depth exploration of the latest release, this highly visual book covers all the fundamental concepts, starting with the workspace and proceeding logically and intuitively to more advanced topics. Chock full of new lessons covering
new features, this edition retains its step-by-step tutorials and user-friendly design, resulting in a resource that is comprehensive, clear, and effective. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Senior Satisfaction Revealed is a real life book, discussing real life issues of aging. It will empower you to tackle daily challenges, live with passion and purpose and realize all your ambitions. This book is a collection of good ideas, and filled with memorable and inspiring stories, structured in a way to give you the proven blueprint you need to achieve any goal you desire through your Senior years. Use this communication tool to let your loved ones and
professional support systems know exactly what you want, need and desire out of life today. The principles used are proven and the results you'll experience will be extradinary!
24 Page Coloring Book
Senior Satisfaction Revealed
The Little Black Book of Design
Adobe InDesign Creative Cloud Revealed
The Cambridge Paperback Guide to Theatre
The Video Collection Revealed: Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Audition and Encore CS6
The Design Collection Revealed Creative CloudCengage Learning
Christmas Designs Coloring Book: Christmas Coloring This is a time of joy for Christmas, relaxation meditation and blessing, This Christmas Designs Coloring Book theme will help you always access to the happy time, We are provides the different design for this Christmas Designs Coloring Book, Enjoy to Christmas Designs Coloring Book!
Dive right into video editing with THE VIDEO COLLECTION REVEALED: ADOBE PREMIERE PRO, AFTER EFFECTS, AUDITION AND ENCORE CS6. This book introduces the video applications of Adobe CS6, including Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Audition, and Encore. Each of the four main applications is thoroughly covered in its own chapter. Three integrated
chapters follow, with an emphasis on using features across applications to create polished, professional work. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Want to keep your Christmas card addresses in one place and track to whom you've sent cards and from whom you've received them? With this handy Christmas card address book you can! Size: 6 x 9 inches / 15.2 x 22.9 cm (slightly larger than A5) Cover: gloss paperback Interior: - white paper - 160 pages - each page contains 4 spacious boxes where you can record
addresses and emails as well as keep track of sent and received cards - the address book is organized alphabetically with 6 pages (= 24 address boxes) for each letter of the alphabet - each address box contains a tracker for sent and received cards and the tracker can be used for 10 years More notebooks by Keep Track Books: Keep Track Books brings you a variety of
essential notebooks - including Christmas card address books with the same interior as this one, but with different cover designs. Search for 'Keep Track Books' on Amazon or visit www.lusciousbooks.co.uk to discover more notebooks.
13 Years of Service
Human Design Revealed: The Definitive Manual and Complete Reference for the Human Design System Based on Its Original Revelation
The Architecture and Design of Man and Woman
Optimal Routing Design
My Personal Collection of Military Bizarreness

This book describes methods for designing and analyzing experiments conducted using computer code in lieu of a physical experiment. It discusses how to select the values of the factors at which to run the code (the design of the computer experiment). It also provides techniques for analyzing the resulting data so as to achieve these research goals.
At approximately 09.00hrs on the 15th June 1996, an unassuming white lorry was parked on Corporation Street in the city centre of Manchester, England; it contained over 3000 pounds of high explosive. At 11.15hrs the same day, Manchester witnessed the detonation of the largest device on the British mainland since the second World War ... The Irish Republican
Army claimed responsibility for the attack. Based around actual events, LETTERBOX tells the story of Liam Connor, an ordinary boy brought up in Manchester by a seemingly ordinary family. He goes to the local school, loves football and has a best friend called Sean ... an ordinary life! Unbeknown to Liam, his father, Michael Connor, harbors a dark historic secret,
following a life a lot less ordinary ... as a furtive, yet high ranking soldier within the IRA. As a result of extraordinary circumstances, Liam's innocent and carefree world is shattered when he is exposed to the truth about his family's heritage and then learns about the tragic death of his father at the hands of the SAS. Consumed with both hate and the need to seek
retribution, Liam is taken to Ireland where he is intensively trained to become a highly skilled and efficient soldier within the Irish Republican Army ... He is 16 years old! Some years later, following the drug-induced death of his beloved sister, Liam is given the opportunity to exact his revenge on those he believed should truly be blamed for the tragedies in his life ... The
British Government! Thus, on the 15th June 1996, it was Liam's responsibility to drive the bomb laden lorry into the unsuspecting city of Manchester and let the voice of the IRA be clearly heard ... And listened to!!
A few rare companies have discovered the secret to sustained high growth: momentum. They’ve learned how to create the conditions that lead to exceptional organic growth—which feeds on itself, continually accelerating the business forward. In The Momentum Effect, J.C. Larreche introduces a complete framework for gaining momentum, keeping it, and harnessing its
power. Drawing on new research and powerful case studies, Larreche demonstrates the stunning role of momentum in value creation. He sets out the process for developing the “power offers” that lie at the heart of this powerful force. This book offers a systematic process for creating momentum that will work in any business, in any industry, and under any market
conditions. You’ll learn how to create new value through a momentum strategy and build the leadership competencies to deliver highly profitable growth over the next six months…five years…even decades. •Pioneer or die: drive momentum and harness its stunning power How momentum-powered firms create 80% more shareholder value •Understand the drivers of
momentum strategy Craft power offers, mobilize for growth, and more •Master the Momentum Process: design and execution Eight specific steps to implement a long-term winning momentum strategy •Climb the five-step Momentum Leadership Ladder How leaders can systematically generate and direct momentum "This book shows you how to build momentum for
growth and leave your competitors trailing far in your wake!" –Sir Richard Branson "J.C. Larreche’s book, The Momentum Effect, is a must-read. It highlights why more marketing spend and further value extraction are not the key determinants for future growth. To create powerful momentum for exceptional growth, it is essential to offer innovative value to the
marketplace. The Momentum Effect outlines just how to achieve this. The results are illuminating. —W. Chan Kim & Renée Mauborgne, Authors of Blue Ocean Strategy "How can companies achieve exceptional and sustained growth? The Momentum Effect explores this challenge and reveals successful strategies for originating new sources of growth and value from
customers with the power to unlock great potential.” —Dr. Daniel Vasella, Chairman & CEO, Novartis AG, Basel/Switzerland
Across the realms of multimedia production, information design, web development, and usability, certain truisms are apparent. Like an Art of War for design, this slim volume contains guidance, inspiration, and reassurance for all those who labor with the user in mind. If you work on the web, in print, or in film or video, this book can help. If you know someone working on
the creative arena, this makes a great gift. Funny, too.
Letterbox
Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 Revealed
The first book in the new Panamari children's series!
Becoming a Fab Junior Designer | Children's Fashion Books
Christmas Designs Coloring Book
How to Ignite Exceptional Growth
Graphic design professionals and design students alike are discovering the smart, sophisticated approach of the page layout software, Adobe InDesign. And they’re mastering it with Adobe InDesign CS4 Revealed, a thorough overview of the latest release of the software. This highly visual book begins by covering the workspace and other fundamental
concepts. Each subsequent chapter delves into new features, offering more in-depth coverage as the book progresses. With new material on the improved interface and features of CS4, this edition retains its step-by-step tutorials and user-friendly design, resulting in a resource that is comprehensive, clear, and effective. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This author's works have been praised by numerous celebrities, the most notable being Nelson Mandela who described two of his African stories as 'Wonderful', the late Princess Diana who used to read two of his books to the Princes William and Harry when they were aged 9 and 7 years, and a former Chief Inspector of Schools for The Office for Standards in
Education, Children's Services and Skills (OFSTED), who described the author's writing to the press as being of 'High quality literature.'The Kilkenny Cat has been written as a trilogy. Book One deals with the theme of 'truth', Book Two with 'justice', and Book Three on the theme of 'freedom'.All three books seek to show that truth, justice or freedom cannot exist
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in isolation, and that the only way one can experience any one of them is when one is able to experience all three.Book Three is set in the English North and has as its backdrop, the riots that embraced this area from the 1990s onwards. Recent riots all around the country merely reflect how deeply rooted the 'gang culture' of Great Britain has since
become.The trilogy is designed to show that every country on the face of the Earth exercises discrimination against some of its citizens. The nature of discrimination may subtly change and vary from one country and situation to another in both shape and form, but it will always be present in some degree for those of us who care to look.Particular forms of
discrimination looked at in this trilogy include the issues of colour, race, religion, age, culture, sexism, disability, homophobia, gypsies, asylum seekers, refugees and economic migrants.These issues are looked at through the eyes of travelling cats, whose experiences mirror those of human society. Overarching all the themes of this trilogy is the issue of 'Good'
versus 'Evil', where the terms 'God' and 'Satan' are used to denote opposing values, qualities and lifestyles.The speech of the cat characters who come from Jamaica is distinguished from the speech used by non-Jamaican cats by changing the word 'you' to 'ya' and its linguistic associates, and no attempt has been made to replicate the patois more commonly
used by many Jamaican citizens.The Kilkenny Cat Trilogy is an allegorical story of all manner of discrimination practised throughout the world; and particularly in Ireland, Jamaica and England. Told through the eyes and experiences of travelling gypsy cats, it is a must for all cat lovers and students of the discrimination, the 'Northern Riots', Ireland, Jamaica and
Northern England and 'Good v Evil.' It is suitable for reading by teenagers and adults.
The definitive manual and complete reference for the Human Design System based on its original revelation - definition type and modes - centers - gates - channels - planets - how to use an ephemeris - composites - revelation mechanics - synthesis index - calculation math - the four elements A beautiful and intelligent graphic overview and summary of Human
Design based on the original report of its revelation. Human Design as it always was meant to be. Fully illustrated color pages give visual depth of understanding for all classes offered by Zen Human Design. This is the most recent incarnation of the former Course in Human Design. With roots in 1993, it served as the standard for the original Human Design
School until 2000. After that and to this day, it has remained the only presentation of the original Human Design System, a lone voice of simple clarity amidst a cacophony of interpretation and a catechism of beliefs. This is not a book you'll read and then know Human Design, but a trusted companion to whom you can turn anytime during your journey with
Human Design and discover another, deeper level of meaning. You'll treasure this one
This emoji themed adult-style coloring book is for school children of all ages, tweens, and even teens! This book features meticulously designed illustrations of all your favorite emojis in funny, original, school themed images. You will find a school bus, lunchbox, lockers, books, notebooks, a backpack, school supplies, fun calculators and so much more! If there
was such thing as an Emoji School this is what it would look like! Featuring 24 unique and creative designs, ranging in complexity from to simple to advanced, this coloring book will provide hours and hours of stress relief, mindful calm, and fun, creative expression for kids.
Firecracker Set Ablaze
An Address Book and Tracker for the Christmas Cards You Send and Receive - Reindeer and Fox Cover
BRITAIN - THE KEY TO WORLD HISTORY Paperback
Laboratory Notebook, 6x9, 90 Pages, University of Alabama Colors
3 Steps for a Secure and Fulfilling Life
The Army Medical Department, 1917-1941 (Paperback)
Trixie Harridan is not your typical leading lady. She's no damsel in distress and she's certainly nobody's victim. This firecracker knows what she wants and just how to get it. She'll surrender to a man, because that's what turns her crank, but whether he realizes it or not, it's always on Trixie's terms. Still, the fiery redhead might have taken on more than she can manage with Cy, the tattooed masseuse who's
up for anything, and Erik, the massive fitness coach who wants her all to himself. Whoever said "you can't have your cake and eat it too" never met Trixie Harridan. Category: Erotic romance. Length: 86,100 words or 345 book pages long. Naughty Scale: Steamy male/female oral foreplay and brassy undaunted sex. If you aren't 18 years old yet, avert your prying eyes. Or go ahead and look. I can't stop you.
Collection Includes: Firecracker #1 (Firecracker in Heat) Firecracker #2 (Firecracker Goes Astray) Firecracker #3 (Firecracker Under Pressure) Firecracker #4 (Firecracker Takes Aim) Firecracker #5 (Firecracker on Target)
Support whatever your kids’ interests are. This one’s for the future designers of all time. This book contains the present and the future of the fashion design industry with inspirations taken from only the world renowned designers. Your kids will definitely appreciate your full support in their passion when you buy this for them. Get a copy today.
Dive right into video editing WITH THE VIDEO COLLECTION REVEALED! This all-new book introduces the video applications of Adobe CS5, including Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Soundbooth, and Encore. Each of the four main applications is thoroughly covered in its own chapter. Three integrated chapters follow, with an emphasis on using features across applications to create polished,
professional work. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
THE DESIGN COLLECTION REVEALED CREATIVE CLOUD provides comprehensive step-by-step instruction and in-depth explanation for three of today's most widely used design and layout programs: Adobe InDesign Creative Cloud, Adobe Photoshop Creative Cloud, and Adobe Illustrator Creative Cloud. Your students will gain practical experience with the software as they work through end-ofchapter learning projects and step-by-step tutorials. An integration chapter demonstrates how to move from one application to the other. Full-color illustrations and a user-friendly design combine to create a robust learning experience that reveals how to master the latest features of Adobe's popular design suite. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The Publishers' Trade List Annual
UX Design and Usability Mentor Book
The Amazing Emoji School Coloring Book
Christmas Card Address Book
Advice and Support: The Final Years, 1965-1973 (Paperback format only)
Imperfect Cadence
More than five hundred computer images capture the anatomy of the human body, revealing the construction and workings of each system of the body and rebuilding the body from the molecular level up.
"There are so many serious biographies and stories about army operations out there, well this is kind of a biography too - but totally different ..." Per M. Griebler Per M. Griebler is a retired German Master Sergeant who joined the Army in November 1998, and started as a Private in the Mechanized Infantry in
Koblenz, Rhineland-Palatinate. In 2003, after tours as a Drill Sergeant, Armored Personnel Carrier Commander, and a Soldier in different companies and battalions all over Germany, he went right back where he started from. But this time as an MP, where he eventually specialized as an Air Marshal. He was also assigned
as a Company Liaison Officer to the United States Army Garrison Mannheim, in Baden-Wurttemberg for more than seven years. All of the stories contained within this book are real, attained from various deployments and impressions he has had over the span of a 13 years-long career in the service. With the humorous
situations, and sometimes awkward impositions encountered, it is easy for all service members to identify themselves within this book. MSG Griebler is still in the Reserve, and thanks to a rewarding career, remains in contact with most of the units he has worked with, and friends he has made along the way. "This
collection of stories, the cause, and what the proceeds are for," he says, "is a project from the heart." Allen J. Powell
This book is about the transformation of Europe into "Eurabia," a cultural and political appendage of the Arab/Muslim world. Eurabia is fundamentally anti-Christian, anti-Western, anti-American, and antisemitic. The institution responsible for this transformation, and that continues to propagate its ideological
message, is the Euro-Arab Dialogue, developed by European and Arab politicians and intellectuals over the past thirty years.--From publisher description.
Discover all that Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 has to offer! Whether you're looking for a thorough introduction to Dreamweaver or a reliable reference for your web design and development work, this proven resource is an ideal choice. ADOBE DREAMWEAVER CS6 REVEALED combines vibrant, full-color illustrations and clear, stepby-step tutorials to help you master the industry-standard web development software. In addition to detailed information on the current Dreamweaver interface, features, and functionality, the guide includes hands-on projects and real-world case studies to help you hone your skills and appreciate their professional
relevance. The book highlights features new to CS6 and explores cutting-edge web standards and design trends, including CSS3 best practices, HTML5 layouts, multiscreen preview, and media queries for mobile devices. Additional online tools and content—including HTML5, Flash, and video files—enable you to apply what
you learn by developing actual web content. The author, an experienced design professional and award-winning educator, also emphasizes fundamental web design principles, helping you develop knowledge and skills that go beyond a specific software package and can serve you well throughout your career. The Data Files
used to complete the projects found in the book are now available online. For access information please refer to the directions available in the preface of the book. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Design Collection Revealed: Adobe InDesign CS6, Photoshop CS6 & Illustrator CS6
Lab Log Book
The Design Collection Revealed Creative Cloud
The Tribers
The Momentum Effect
The Book

Many Christian around the world gather to pray, but really do not understand the tactics and strategies of prayer even though scripture declares that an effective prayer of the righteous avails much. (James 5:16b)
PMPope brings his unique voice to the printed word. A prolific multimedia poet, his work finds its audience via art and word collaborations, video and audio tentacles reaching all around the word. In this collection, PMPope explores the scope of creativity that originates on the 21st century
frontier: social media. His incisive observations about disconnectedness, intimacy, and superficiality bear witness to a world of internet friends and virtual relationships.
Eurabia-paperback
My Paperback Book
The Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments
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